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Presentation Objective

• CDPHE’s Management of Regulated Asbestos-Contaminated 
Soils Regulations
– Changes
– Implications and practice pointers

• Colorado Brownfield Contaminated Land Income Tax Credit 
and steps to be taken to use the new credit
– Overview
– Steps
– Open issues and practice pointers
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Introduction to the Revised 

Asbestos-In-Soil Regulations

The Basics
• Effective September 30, 2014
• Codified at 6 CCR 1007-2, Colorado Department of Public 

Health and Environment Solid Waste regulations
Purpose of Revision

• Update asbestos contaminated soils (ACS) regulations 
based experience gained from implementing the 2006 
regulation

Scope and Applicability
• Applies to the owner or operator of any property with 

RACS at which soil-disturbing activities are occurring or 
planned
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Introduction to the Revised 

Asbestos-In-Soil Regulations

Key Changes to Regulations
• Revised regulatory trigger
• New exemptions
• Additional training requirements
• Unplanned discovery of RACS
• Management plans
• Disposal and Reuse
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Revised Regulatory Trigger
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• Old regulation- Reason to know or believe that ACS might be 
encountered during soil disturbing activities

• New regulation- Disturbance or exposure of  “debris” during 
a soil disturbing activity



Basic Definitions
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Debris

Asbestos-
containing 

materials (“ACM”)

Regulated 
Asbestos 

Contaminated 
Soils (“RACS”)

If debris, is it ACM?

If ACM, is it RACS?



Regulatory Trigger

• DEBRIS? 
– “continuous visual inspection” for ACM by a Qualified 

Project Monitor or a CABI or stop and stabilize
• Suspect ACM?  Asbestos determination (w/in 7 days)

– Assume ACM
– Sample (CABI)
– Rely on observation/documentation specific to material

• ACM? RACS determination  
– Assume RACS
– Determine based on observation/documented evidence about 

ACM (CABI)
– Retain records of all RACS determinations on site
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Definitions

• Debris
– discarded material of these types

• construction, renovation and demolition debris
• building or facility components, 
• components of building systems (HVAC, plumbing, 

electrical, control, fire protection, roofing), 
• components of pavement or drainage systems, industrial 

or machinery components, and/or
• mechanical components from motorized vehicles

– NOT: Green waste, stone
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Definitions

• Asbestos Containing Material (ACM)
– Any material that contains more than 1% asbestos
– NOT metal, glass, plastic, wood, and/or bare concrete with 

no associated material suspected of being ACM (such as 
sealants, adhesives, mastics, coatings, adhered materials, or 
resins)
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Definitions

Regulated Asbestos 
Containing Soil  
Soil, ash or debris (and six inches of 
soil) containing:
• Friable ACM
• Non-Friable ACM rendered friable
• Non-friable ACM with high 

probability of releasing fibers 
during soil disturbance

• Deteriorated non-friable ACM

• Broken, resized or damaged
– Asbestos cement materials
– Plaster
– Brittle caulking, glazing, 

sealants
– Powdery concrete masonry 

sealant 
– Powdery floor leveling 

compound
– Drywall/wallboard and joint 

compound
– Firebrick
– Other material as determined 

by CDPHE
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Definitions

Non-RACs
Soil or debris that contains 
only:
• Intact, non-damaged ACM
• Damaged non-friable ACM

• Predetermined non-RACS:
– Resin based materials
– Resilient flooring
– Tar impregnated or 

asphaltic materials
– Elastic, pliable or 

rubberized materials
– Extremely hard materials
– Other ACMS
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New Exemptions

• Removal of ACM on a facility component under Reg. 8
• Spill response under Reg. 8 
• Background conditions
• Asbestos waste disposal areas that have a certificate of designation
• De minimis projects, which are defined as those which disturb less than one 

cubic yard of soil. 
• Projects conducted by a homeowner on their residence
• Soil disturbing activities involving non-RACS
• Debris containing only metals, glass, plastic, wood, bare concrete, green 

waste and/or natural stone which do not have associated materials 
suspected of containing asbestos

• Debris that only contain green waste or natural stone
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New Training Requirements

• All personnel inside the 
regulated work area 
(RWA) during the 
disturbance of RACS 
must have per-project 
site-specific awareness 
training

• Qualified Project Monitor 
training is specified
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New Requirements for Unplanned 

Discovery of RACS

• Person conducting the soil 
disturbing activity must 
conduct interim surface soil 
stabilization to reduce 
emissions (24 hours)

• Must fill out and submit 
Notification of RACS 
Disturbance form provided 
by CDPHE (24 hours)
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Options for Management

Planned soil disturbing activities involving RACS must be 
conducted in accordance with one of the following management 
strategies:
• Project specific RACS management plan;
• Approved standard operating procedures; or
• Standard requirements of Section 5.5.7
• Risk-based approach
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Standard Requirements of Section 5.5.7

• Establishment and control of a regulated work area
• Personal protective equipment
• Wetting the site during disturbance
• Wind speed monitoring
• Air monitoring
• Work practices during RACS disturbance
• Loading and transportation of RACS
• Onsite staging
• Decontamination
• RACS spill response
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Revised Requirements for 

Disposal/Reuse of Soils

• RACS containing 1% or greater of friable ACM by volume 
must be packed in a leak tight container and disposed as friable 
asbestos waste (CABI determines)

• Non-RACS and RACS containing less than 1% of friable 
ACM, waste may be disposed of as non-friable asbestos waste 
(CABI determines)

• RACS may be reused on-site subject to a approval of a plan 
for reuse.
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Practice Pointers

• Think strategically about how to characterize and manage 
debris.  
– Is it worth characterizing for the quantity to be managed?
– Are there common types of debris that can be tested once?

• Consider a “qualified project monitor” to save expense of 
screening by a CABI

• For larger sites or phased development with risk of RACS, 
consider a pre-approved standard operating procedure

• Where few opportunities are available to streamline 
management procedures, use the standard approach in the 
statute and save time on approvals
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Colorado’s Brownfield Tax Credit

Introduction and Overview

• On May 15, 2014, Governor Hickenlooper 
signed Senate Bill 14-073

• Provides taxpayers and “qualified entities” 
with a tax credit or transferable expense 
amount

• “Qualified Entity” is a county, home rule 
county, city, town, home rule city, home 
rule city and county, or private nonprofit 
entity that is exempt from income taxes 
imposed by state law

• The tax credit property must be located in 
the State of Colorado
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Colorado’s Brownfield Tax Credit

Introduction and Overview

Maximum Tax Benefit
• The tax credit or transferable amount may total up to 40% of 

the first $750,000 spent on the approved remediation and 30% 
of the next $750,000 spent

• The maximum tax credit for a single project is $525,000
• Credit covers the tax on approximately $11,000,000 in income
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Colorado’s Brownfield Tax Credit

Introduction and Overview

Amount Available

• The total amount of tax credit and transferable expense amount 
available from the Colorado Department of Revenue is 
$3,000,000 per calendar year

• Any claims that exceed the amount allowed for the calendar 
year will be placed on a wait list for the next year in the order 
submitted.

• No more than $1,000,000 per calendar year on waitlist
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Colorado’s Brownfield Tax Credit

Introduction and Overview

Tax Benefit is Transferable

• Taxpayers may transfer the tax credit, in part or in full, to 
other taxpayers 

• The transferee taxpayer may use the credit to pay, in whole or 
in part, the income tax obligation imposed on the transferee

• Qualified Entities may also transfer a transferable expense 
amount to a taxpayer for use as a tax credit
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Steps Prior to Cleanup
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Step 1: Meet with CDPHE prior
to applying for a Voluntary 
Cleanup Plan

Step 2: Submit a VCUP Plan and 
filing fee to CDPHE

Step 3: Provide CDPHE with an 
environmental cost estimate for 
the project

Step 4: Declare to CDPHE the owner of 
the property who will be performing 
the voluntary cleanup and identify the 
entity who will be receiving the tax 
credit or transferable expense amount



Steps After Cleanup
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Step 1: Submit a certification 
from environmental professional 
and application for NAD petition

Step 2: CDPHE reviews certification 
from environmental professional and 
application for NAD Petition

Step 3: CDPHE issues Tax Credit 
Certification Letter

Step 4: Submit the Tax Credit 
Certification Letter to the 
Department of Revenue



Transferring the Credit

• Taxpayer and transferee must file written statements with 
income tax returns specifying amount of the tax credit 
transferred 

• Transferee may only claim credit transferred if taxpayer’s 
written statement also verifies the amount of the tax credit 

• Transferee must submit a form to Department of Revenue and 
CDPHE establishing satisfaction of VCUP and Brownfield 
Tax requirements
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Open Issues

• What if a VCUP Plan was submitted before January 1, 
2014 but has been amended or replaced thereafter?

• What happens if the remediation will take several years?

• How will CDPHE handle complex remediation projects 
where there is one property owner but a number of phased 
projects?

• What happens if you apply during a year that the 
maximum has been certified and the wait list is full?
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Practice Pointers

• Brokers can help entities interested in buying or 
selling Colorado tax credits

• It will be difficult to assure your client will receive 
the tax credit but the anticipated CDPHE running 
waitlist may help time the process and request

• Be careful about building the tax credit into pro 
forma
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Questions?

Polly Jessen

pjessen@kaplankirsch.com

Kaplan Kirsch & Rockwell LLP

303-825-7000

Materials posted at www.kaplankirsch.com
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